
An IT Hero’s Day
Leveraging Microsoft™ Office 365 
and Enterprise Mobility + 
Security (EMS) from stolen 
devices to company mergers



Your business’s growth depends on 
delivering high quality work enabled by 
tight-knit employee collaboration. 
More and more, that means empowering your staff 
to access files and work together at any time, from 
anywhere in the world. But how do you protect 
your business’s vital information as it zooms across 
geographies and devices? 

Now, you can transform your workplace with a 
complete, intelligent security solution that allows 
employees to accomplish their best, most creative 
work, no matter their location.

In this eBook, you’ll learn how TierPoint’s Managed 
Office 365 combined with Enterprise Mobility + 
Security (EMS) can create the most productive 
environment for users to work and collaborate 
securely on the devices and apps they choose.

39%
of companies cite 
security concerns as 
the main barrier of 
BYOD adoption.3

 $500
billion
total global cost of 
cybercrime.2 
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88%
of organizations aren’t 
confident that they can 
protect important data 
from loss.1 

1: https://resources.office.com/ww-thankyou-M365ESCRTY-information-protection-video.html?LCID=EN-US
2: http://cybersecurityventures.com/hackerpocalypse-cybercrime-report-2016/
3: https://www.globenewswire.com/news-release/2018/02/21/1372451/0/en/ New-Verizon-study-reveals-many-organizations-priori-

tized-business-performance- at-the-cost-of-mobile-enterprise-security.html
 



Let’s take a look at a typical day 
for Lewis, our IT hero.
It’s Monday morning at the Spector Ross 
law firm. Phones are ringing. The hustle 
and bustle has begun. Clients are arriving. 
The associates and paralegals are all abuzz 
about their recent takeover and what it 
means for them. Everyone is struggling to 
adjust to the new normal. 

But for Lewis and the IT team, it’s just 
another day. Last year, they implemented 
Office 365 and EMS. Now their IT systems 
are just humming along, so merging with a 
new firm was no problem.

Microsoft reduces 
security threats by up to 

75%, 
saving an average of 

$1.95 
million
per incident.4 

 
 

85%
of enterprise 
organizations keep 
sensitive information 
in the cloud.5
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4: https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/enterprise
5: https://resources.office.com/ww-thankyou-M365ESCRTY-information-protection-video.html?LCID=EN-US
 



Lewis starts his day with his morning co�ee and a quick review of 
security issues. The O�ce 365 dashboard gives him an overview of 
his threat protection status and allows him to view and act on 
security alerts. 

SECURITY MONITORING MADE EASY
The Security Dashboard allows you to 

review your Threat Protection Status, as 

well as view and act on security alerts. 

The Office 365 Security & Compliance 

Center includes smart reports and 

insights that enable your security and 

compliance administrators to focus on 

high-priority issues, such as security 

attacks or increased suspicious activity. In 

addition, smart reports and insights 

include recommendations and links to 

view and explore data. 
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Lewis sees an alert that someone tried to 
download a document from an unauthorized 
device in Chicago. The attempt was 
automatically blocked by EMS, but he can 
also see that the credentials used were 
from one of the partners who is traveling 
this week. 

Lewis calls to check in with the partner. 
“Hey, Mike. How are things in Chicago?”

“Lewis, I’m so glad you called. I’m actually in 
a bit of a bind here. I need to download a 
deposition and I can’t get on the network.”

“I thought that might be the case. You bought 
another new tablet, didn’t you?”

Lewis authorizes the tablet and Mike gets his 
download. Issue one solved. What’s next?

EMS PROTECTS YOUR DATA AND SIMPLIFIES THE MANAGEMENT OF YOUR DEVICES. 
An Office 365 deployment best practice is to require devices to enroll into management if they need to be 

fully set up with corporate access (apps, certs, Wi-Fi, or VPN configurations), a common scenario for 

corporate-owned devices. Once enrolled, the management system ensures that the devices are compliant 

with your policies before they can access corporate data.

However, if your user simply needs to access corporate email and documents, which is often the case for 

personally owned devices, then you can allow the user to use the Office mobile apps and skip enrolling the 

device altogether.

52%
of information workers 
report using three or 
more devices for work.6 

67%
of employees use 
personal devices at work.7 

A BYOD-carrying 
employee works an extra

2 hours6

Companies gain an extra 

hours of work per year 
from employees by 
enabling a mobile 
workforce.6

240
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6: https://techjury.net/stats-about/byod/
7: https://www.ipass.com/press-releases/mobile-workforce-report-05242011/



The firm runs a tight ship so it’s 
just Lewis and a small team of 
IT professionals supporting a 
sta� of 250+. 

Time for the morning check-in with 
TierPoint, the firm’s managed service 
provider. TierPoint deployed O�ce 
365 for the firm and provides ongoing 
24x7 help desk services. Lewis started 
working with them years ago when the 
firm was looking at cloud options and 
TierPoint helped the firm decide which 
apps moved to the cloud and which 
stayed on-premises.

TIERPOINT’S MANAGED SERVICES 
CAN SUPPLEMENT YOUR INTERNAL 
IT TEAM WITH:
Support Services: TierPoint offers a one 

stop support model, including migration, 

admin, end-user, and help desk services. 

Support can include critical adjunct 

servers in TierPoint’s multi-tenant cloud, 

user synchronization and help desk 

services.

Maintain Compliance: Office 365 by 

TierPoint offers full compliance solutions 

and meets EU data privacy standards.

High Availability: TierPoint houses back 

up versions of your full OS stack on their 

infrastructure, insuring your data is 

monitored and available.
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$3.5 
million
security professionals 
by 2021.8

There’s estimated 
to be a shortfall of

“Morning Alex. Today’s the day. Our new 
partners are rolling into the o�ce. So far, 
so good.”

“Hey Lewis. Great to hear. We saw a couple 
things in the security logs this morning.”

“Yep, I already talked with Mike in Chicago – 
he bought another new tablet so I got that 
added to our system.”

“There’s also an alert that there was an 
internal attempt in the accounting department 
to send out a classified document.”

“Thanks for the heads up. I’ll go talk 
with Donna.”
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8: https://blogs.microsoft.com/blog/2019/02/28/announcing-new-cloud-based-technology-to-empower-cyber-defenders/
 



INFORMATION PROTECTION SOLUTION
• With EMS, you can configure rules to detect sensitive data 

(e.g. phone numbers and credit card numbers) and automatically 
classify documents and emails. You can also set up policies regarding 
the use of sensitive information, requiring documents to be kept confidential.

• As the document or email moves to different people, devices, and locations, 
its classification will travel with it, ensuring that proper protection is applied. 

• Access rights will be applied to limit access to only authorized recipients. 

• Unauthorized users will not be able to open, view, or send the file.

• This information protection solution keeps you in control of your data even 
when it’s shared with other people.

Lewis walks down the hall to talk to Donna, 
the COO. 

“Hey Donna. I see someone from your team 
is trying to send a confidential file from
one of our cloud apps.”

“So…..what’s your point Lewis.” 

“That doc has sensitive information 
in it and you’ve set it up so that 
your clerks aren’t even authorized to 
access it, let alone email it.”

“Wow. Thanks for the 
heads up, Lewis. 
I’ll take care of it.” 

Lewis’ phone rings and 
he heads to his o�ce.
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9: http://clearpathbenefits.com/2014/01/20/information-security-risk-in-american-business/

58%
of employees 
have accidentally 
sent sensitive 
information to 
the wrong 
person.9



“This is Lewis.”

“Lewis, this is Jessica. I think my phone was 
stolen at the gym and it has some of the 
acquisition info on it.”

“Don’t worry Jessica. That’s easy to take care of. 
Our systems are set up to automatically destroy 
all corporate data after 5 failed attempts to 
login OR I can just go in and wipe it now. ”

“OK Lewis, let’s wipe it now. Thanks for taking 
care of that. Oh, and I’ll need a new phone.”

“No problem…..Gretchen, get me a new phone 
for Jessica ASAP.” 

DID YOU KNOW: There are two ways to wipe 

a device using Mobile Device Management for 

Office 365?

SELECTIVE WIPE removes only organizational 

information.

FULL WIPE removes all information from the 

device and restores it to factory settings.

This means it’s easier for your users to store 

sensitive corporate information and access it 

on the go. If one of these mobile devices is lost 

or stolen, wiping the device immediately can 

prevent your organization’s information from 

ending up in the wrong hands. 

 

 
 

56%
of BYOD companies 
use remote wipe 
and MDM to deal 
with security. 

50% 
use device 
encryption, while

46% 
use antivirus or 
anti-malware apps.10
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10: https://techjury.net/stats-about/byod/



Lewis heads back to his desk, 
but hears a conversation on his way. 
“Donna, why do we need to send money to 
Mike?”

“Rachel, what are you talking about?”

“I just got this email from you about wiring 
money to Mike in Chicago. What happened?”

“I don’t know what you’re talking about.
 I didn’t send you any email.”

“LEWIS??...”

“I’ll take care of it.”

OFFICE 365 INCLUDES DEFAULT 
ANTI-SPOOFING PROTECTION THAT'S 
ALWAYS RUNNING
Spoofing is a common way for phishers to 

get user credentials. Malicious spoofers 

need to be blocked. Office 365 has built-in 

spoof protection to help shield your 

organization from senders of these 

malicious emails. Spoof protection for your 

organization's domains is always on for all 

Office 365 customers. 

The average 
employee receives 

121
emails each day, so spoofed 
email stands a decent 
chance of bypassing filters 
and going unnoticed.12

According to Verizon’s 2018 
Data Breach Investigations 
Report, users only reported

17%
of phishing campaigns.11 

Ransomware attacks 
are up as much as

600%13
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11: https://enterprise.verizon.com/resources/reports/dbir/
12: https://www.lifewire.com/how-many-emails-are-sent-every-day-1171210
13: https://info.microsoft.com/ww-thankyou-how-to-recover-from-a-security-breach-video.html?LCID=EN-US&wt.mc_id=AID572814_EML_5985086



As Lewis is eating his lunch at his desk, Katrina stops in. 
“Lewis - I hear you’re the IT guy that has made our transition so easy today.”

“Well…”

“I just wanted to thank you for getting us all set up so quickly without a hitch. 
We just had a great call with our LA o�ce and the new Microsoft Teams worked great 
the first time.

EVERY TEAM IS DIFFERENT; THERE’S NO ONE-SIZE-FITS-ALL APPROACH TO COLLABORATION. 
Office 365 is designed to meet the unique needs of every team, empowering people to communicate, 

collaborate, and achieve more with purpose-built, integrated applications.

Microsoft Teams, the hub for teamwork, is where people can actively connect and collaborate in real time to get 

things done. Have a conversation right where the work is happening, whether coauthoring a document, hosting 

an online meeting or an informal chat, or working together with other apps and services.
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“You’re welcome. Just let me know if you need anything else.”

“I do need some help figuring out the VPN. How do I get my files from home?”

“Actually, we don’t use a VPN anymore. We have everything set up on SharePoint and 
OneDrive. All you need is internet and you’ve got access.” 

OneDrive and SharePoint keep content at the center of teamwork, making all types of content easily 

shareable and accessible across teams. OneDrive works great for storing files and inviting others to share 

access, while SharePoint adds the capability to automate business processes. Tight integration with Outlook, 

Yammer, and Teams enables seamless content collaboration across conversation experiences.
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Lewis checks in with his team and finds Robert, 
his IT admin, talking with Edith, a new paralegal.
“But you don’t understand. I need ALL my passwords.”

“You are all set. You only need the one password. It’s 
called single sign-on.”

“But I only have my network password. I need access to 
the document system, the HR portal, our SharePoint site, 
and all our apps. What about those passwords?”

“Edith. At Spector Ross, we only use the best systems. 
TierPoint has our O�ce 365 set up so you only need 
ONE password to get into everything.”

“Oh, wow – that’s awesome.”

Under his breath….“Kids today.”

WITH SINGLE SIGN-ON, 
users sign in once with one 

password to access 

domain-joined devices, company 

resources, software as a service 

(SaaS) applications, and web 

applications. Administrators can 

centralize user account 

management, and automatically 

add or remove user access to 

applications based on group 

membership.

 

81%
of hacking breaches 
leverage stolen 
and/or weak 
passwords, costing 
$3m per breach.14 

73%
of passwords 
are duplicates.15
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14: https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/security/technology/identity-access-management/passwordless
15: https://www.entrepreneur.com/article/246902



Lewis’ phone buzzes with a 
reminder. He’s got a 3:00 
compliance meeting with 
Donna. 
“How are we doing on compliance 
with the acquisition?”

“Our new partners don’t have a very 
good reputation around compliance 
and we can’t take any risks.”

“Are we tracking and recording our 
compliance activities correctly with 
all the new data?”

“Let’s take a look at the Compliance 
Manager and see where we stand.”

TIERPOINT’S MANAGED OFFICE 365 MAKES 
COMPLIANCE EASY:
• Evaluate your company’s risk offering a 

real-time assessment of your compliance 

posture with actionable insights to improve 

your data protection capabilities.

• Help protect and govern your data with 

integrated data governance and protection of 

your sensitive data across devices, apps, cloud 

services, and on-premises environments.

• Respond efficiently to regulatory requests by 

leveraging artificial intelligence to find the most 

relevant data. 

Compliance Manager provides a single, intelligent 

score that evaluates your compliance performance 

against data protection regulatory requirements. It 

also includes tools for simplifying compliance 

processes and offers targeted recommendations 

you can follow immediately to improve your 

risk profile. 
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ALLSCRIPTS 
HEALTHCARE   

o�ers several Microsoft 
Azure-powered solutions 

to help enable  
smarter care.

It’s the end of a busy day at 
the firm. The new employees 
were all able to get to work 
and be productive, and even 
generate some billable hours 
on their first day. 

On his way out, Lewis stops 
by the Managing Partner’s 
o�ce to check in.

 “Harvey, how do you think the first day went?”

“First day of what, Lewis?”

“You know, the first day with the new partners 
and associates.”

“Donna and Jessica were just talking about how 
smooth everything went today. I wondered what 
they meant. Good job Lewis.”

“Good night Harvey. Don’t forget if you need 
anything, tonight we now have TierPoint’s help 
desk services 24x7.”
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DISCOVER THE BENEFITS OF TIERPOINT’S MANAGED OFFICE 365 + EMS:16  

Built for teamwork: 
Improves communication inside and outside 
your organization with connected and secure 
collaboration tools.

Integrated for simplicity: 
Reduces the complexity of IT operations and lowers costs by 
making technology easier to adopt and manage.

Intelligent security: 
Decreases organizational risk and complexity with 
streamlined and trustworthy security solutions. Protects 
and governs your most important data throughout its 
lifecycle with compliance and intelligent security solutions. 

Unlocks innovation: 
Freedom to work how you work best. Empower employees 
to work across any Windows, Mac, iOS or Android device, 
staying connected and productive from anywhere.

CONTACT US TODAY
For more information about how 
you can utilize managed Office 365, 
contact one of our solution advisors 
at 844.267.3687 or by email at 
sales@tierpoint.com. 

ABOUT TIERPOINT
A leading national provider of hybrid IT solutions, TierPoint helps 
organizations drive performance and manage risk. No U.S. provider 
comes close to matching TierPoint’s unique combination of 
thousands of clients; more than 40 edge-capable data centers and 8 
multitenant cloud pods coast to coast; and a comprehensive 
portfolio of cloud solutions, colocation, disaster recovery, security 
and other managed IT services. With white-glove customer service, 
TierPoint professionals customize and manage agile solutions that 
address each client’s unique needs.
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Microsoft Teams communication 
tools made meetings more 
efficient and effective, freeing up 

27.25minutes per day.

The secure 
remote access features meant 
highly mobile workers saved

24 minutes
per day accessing systems and 
information.

Workers realized an efficiency gain of

22 minutes
per day in daily activities from 
increased collaboration and 
information sharing. 

Product 
development 
overhead costs 
were reduced

10.2%

16: https://info.microsoft.com/Forrester-Total-Economic-Impact-White-Paper.html?ls=Website


